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technology   applications   and   for   the   development   of 









researchers.   In   (Oostdijk,   2000),   an   exploitation 





In this  paper,  we propose IrcamCorpusTools,  an open 
and   easily   extensible   platform   based   on   the 
Matlab/Octave   language   for   analysis,   query   and 
visualization of speech corpora. It   is  already used for 





illustrated   in   figure   1.   This   platform   has   two   main 


















A   set   of   tools   has   been   developed   to   compute   the 
phonetic coverage of a corpus as well as  its phonetic, 
lexical and syntactic context coverage. Other tools allow 




The   first   step   of   a   database   creation   is   the   automatic 
segmentation   of   each   speech   utterance   of   a   recorded 
corpus into variable length units: phones, syllable, word 
tokens, prosodic groups, etc.
Phone   segmentation   is   performed   by   IrcamAlign,   an 
HMM­based  program  (Lanchantin,   2008)  which   takes 
into account the multiple possible pronunciations of the 
orthographic   text.   It   also   provides   the   temporal 



















• minimum, maximum, and range slope,  giving  the 
rough   direction   of   the   feature   movement,   and 
curvature   (from   2nd   order   polynomial 
approximation) within unit segment
• value and curve slope at start and end of the unit  
• temporal   center  of  gravity/anti­gravity,   giving   the 




first   4th   order   moments,   which   characterize   the 
modulations of the feature over the unit segment
3.3.2. Symbolic characterization
The   segmentation   step   provides   phonetically   labeled 
units.   Further   symbolic   labeling   is   performed 
automatically such as:


















• syllable  accentuation,  which  is  predicted from the 
acoustic domain (Obin, 2008)










The   sequential   relationships   are   simply   accessed   by 
recursive application of  operators ‘next’  and ‘previous’ 
within the temporal sequence of units.
Hierarchical   relationships  are   represented  by  a   set  of 
trees since a given unit can belong to several hierarchies. 








flexibility   of   the   interpreted  Matlab/Octave   language. 
The various possibilities offered by this combination are:
































researchers.  Extensions  and  compatibility  with  various 




IrcamCorpusTools   and   to   favor   extensions   by   a 
community  of  users  with  new acoustic   and  symbolic 
analysis methods, poweful query constructions, displays 
and   databases.   It   will   also   encourage   researchers   to 
cooperate, share and compare databases.
6 Applications
The   proposed   platform   is   already   used   for   several 
applications:
• Speech  synthesis  by unit   selection,  which  uses  a 
corpus of 7 hours of neutral speech from a male 
speaker.
• Statistical   analysis   of   expressivity,  which   uses   a 
corpus of approximately 2 hours of french speech. It 
is  composed  of  neutral   and expressive  utterances 
pronounced   by   a   French   actors.   The   corpus   is 
composed   of   a   set   of   26   sentences   of   variable 
length.   Each   sentence   was   pronounced   with   the 
following expressivities:   neutral, neutral question, 
angriness,   happiness,   sadness,   boreness,   disgust, 
indignation, positive and negative surprises. 
• Statistical analysis of prosody, which uses a corpus 




In   this  paper,  we have presented IrcamCorpusTools,  a 
platform for speech corpora creation and exploitation. It 
is   based   on   the  Matlab/Octave   language   for   analysis, 
query and visualization which makes it easily to extend. 
It already integrates several acoustic analyses, automatic 
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